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If we are not careful our archaic persuasion about the role of education will be the 
asphyxiation that stifles the breath of possibilities from the lungs of the next generation 
 
If we are not careful our hands will be stained with the blood of perpetual inequality 
For not regarding diverse cultures, competencies, and credentials needed for our 
knowledge economy 
 
In 2020 the job market will require competency clusters across digital and material 
spaces  
That necessitate new non-linear nuanced thinking of different class, creed, and races 
 
In 2020 traditional pathways to education will crumble in the face of a diversified market 
if we remain blind 
And sanction the stale reproduction of this school-to-dead-end pipeline 
 
Who will reconstruct the courses of today so tomorrow does not see this fission? 
We need 2020 vision for a 2020 mission 
New dispositions for global talent acquisition  
Blazin multiple paths with equitable impositions 
Access for people across the atlas 
So education don’t become an infected abscess 
In the flesh of our nation keepin people in their stations 
When they want concrete competency based education 
Cause there’s increased entrepreneurship in the younger generation 
Interfacin with interwoven internet and material spaces  
Without traditional degrees they still leavin’ powerful digital traces 
Nothin mystical 
The numbers are statistical 
Our economy is shifting so forward vision is logistical 
 
But we persuadin people to be patient with abstract learning 
When the cost of college obliterates their earnings? 
Alternative credentials, but just as qualified 
Denied whenever old thinking is reified 
Denied because they exist in this abyss between education and the workforce 
So their hands are tied 
Denied because their competencies don’t fit the cookie cutter degrees 
That keep people on their knees  
Even though the labor market has new technical needs 
 
Who will push the pedagogies of today so tomorrow does not see this fission? 
We need 2020 vision for a 2020 mission 
New dispositions for global talent acquisition  
Blazin multiple paths with equitable impositions 
Access for people across the atlas 
So education don’t become an infected abscess 
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In the flesh of our nation keepin people in their stations 
When they want concrete competency based education 
Cause there’s increased entrepreneurship in the younger generation 
Interfacin with interwoven internet and material spaces  
Without traditional degrees they leavin’ powerful digital traces 
Nothin mystical 
The numbers are statistical 
Educational justice is shifting so forward vision is logistical 
 
Personalized learning opportunities  
Innovative ingenuities 
Accessible affordable paths 
To combat the math of payin for outdated college requirements 
Goodbye traditional college, WHADDUP forward thinking learning environments? 
New skills and flexibility for a range of tech abilities 
Online ontologies  
Competency-based learning technologies 
Pluralistic pathways to access digital taxonomies 
  
Who will face the learning analytics of today so tomorrow doesn’t see this fission? 
We need 2020 vision for a 2020 mission 
New dispositions for global talent acquisition  
Blazin multiple paths with equitable impositions 
Access for people across the atlas 
So education don’t become an infected abscess 
In the flesh of our nation keepin people in their stations 
When they want concrete competency based education 
Cause there’s increased entrepreneurship in the younger generation 
Interfacin with interwoven internet and practical spaces  
Without traditional degrees they leavin’ powerful digital traces 
Nothin mystical 
The numbers are statistical 
Just because my needs are non-traditional, doesn’t mean they’re fictional 
Our marked is shifting so forward vision is logistical 
 


